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GAUSSIAN SEMIPARAMETRIC ESTIMATION IN 
SEASONAL/CYCLICAL LONG MEMORY TIME SERIES1 
Josu ARTECHE 
Gaussian semiparametric or local Whittle estimation of the memory parameter in stan-
dard long memory processes was proposed by Robinson [18]. This technique shows sev-
eral advantages over the popular log-periodogram regression introduced by Geweke and 
Porter-Hudak [7]. In particular under milder assumptions than those needed in the log 
periodogram regression it is asymptotically more efficient. We analyse the asymptotic be-
haviour of the Gaussian semiparametric estimate of the memory parameter in seasonal 
or cyclical long memory processes allowing for asymmetric spectral divergences or zeros. 
Consistency and asymptotic normality are obtained. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let {xt) t = 0, ± 1 , ± 2 , . . . } be a real-valued covariance stationary process with spec-
tral density / (A) . We say tha t xt has standard long memory if 
f(\)~C\~2d as A - + 0 , (1.1) 
where 0 < C < oo and the memory parameter d satisfies \d\ < 1/2. Whit t le [19] 
proposed an estimation technique based on the minimization of the function 
T"w =s/*> s 'w+§r}d i < 1 2 > 
where 0 is the vector of parameters to estimate, f(z) is the spectral density (absolute 
knowledge of this function up to the vector of parameters 9 is thus assumed) and 
In(z) is the centered periodogram of {xt) t = 1 ,2 , . . . , n} at frequency z) 
« « = . - . 
2 
1 ү^Є^ІXt-Xn) 
t = l 
1 ^ 
, Xn = - У ^ ť -
t = l 
This technique was originally proposed for short memory processes with a smooth 
spectral density and in t h a t case is asymptotically equivalent to maximum likelihood. 
1 Research supported by UPV grant 038.321-G55/98. I thank Peter M. Robinson for many useful 
comments, an associate editor and the referees. 
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The application of this methodology to standard long memory processes with a spec-
tral density satisfying (1.1) has been analysed by Fox and Taqu [6], Dahlhaus [5], 
Giraitis and Surgailis [8] and Heyde and Gay [12] and y^n-consistency and asymp-
totic normality have been proved, and when xt is actually Gaussian asymptotic 
efficiency has been found. However these properties depend strongly on a correct 
specification of f(X) and if some kind of misspecification occurs the estimates will 
in general be inconsistent. Particularly the estimates of long memory parameters 
will be inconsistent if short memory components are misspecified. To overcome this 
inconvenience Kunsch [15] and Robinson [18] considered a semiparametric discrete 
version of (1.2) and assumed only partial knowledge of the spectral density so that 
the Gaussian semiparametric estimates of d and C are obtained by minimizing 
1 m f X2d ] 
where In(X) = \W(X)\
2 and W(X) = (27rn)~^2^=1exp(itX) xt are the (unen-
tered) periodogram and discrete Fourier transform respectively, Xj = 2wj/n are 
Fourier frequencies and m is the bandwidth number such that Xm is the last fre-
quency used in the estimation. It is required that at least m~l+mn~1 —» 0 as n —*• oo 
such that the proportion of the frequency band involved in the estimation degener-
ates relatively slowly to 0 as n increases. Since j = 0 is omitted in (1.3) we do not 
need specification or estimation of an unknown mean. Robinson [18] proved that if 
d = argminQ(C, d) over a closed interval of admissible estimates 0 = [Ai, A2], such 
that - 1 / 2 < Ai < A2 < 1/2, then ^/m(d-d) - i N(0,1/4). This estimate overcomes 
the log-periodogram proposed by Geweke and Porter-Hudak [7] in the sense that 
its asymptotic variance is smaller. Moreover, unlike the log-periodogram regression, 
the proof of the asymptotic properties does not need to trim out low frequencies and 
much weaker assumptions than Gaussianity are imposed (see Robinson [17]). The 
main disadvantage is that d can not be defined in a closed form. 
The drawback of this estimate with respect to the parametric one is that only 
^fm consistency is achieved. Therefore the semiparametric estimate is much less 
efficient than the parametric ones when they are based on a complete and correct 
specification of /(A). This loss in efficiency is the price to pay for guaranteeing 
consistency under misspecification of the spectral density at frequencies far from the 
one we are interested in. 
In this paper we study the properties of the Gaussian semiparametric estimate 
proposed by Robinson [18] in the case of seasonal or cyclical long memory such that 
the spectral density satisfies 
/(w + A) - CX~2dl a s A - + 0 + 
/ ( u / - A ) - DX~2d* a s A ^ 0 + (1.4) 
for C,De (0, 00) and du d2 - ( -1 /2 ,1 /2) and we allow 
^i ^ d2 and/or C ^ D. 
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Thus we allow for asymmetric spectral poles or zeros in the sense that the parameters 
di, C governing spectral behaviour just after CJ may be different from d2, D which 
govern spectral behaviour at frequencies just before u. Some parametric seasonal or 
cyclical long memory models have been discussed by Jonas [14], Carlin and Demp­
ster [4], Gray et al [9], Hassler [11] and Robinson [16]. For a review see Arteche and 
Robinson [2]. The case of an asymmetric spectral pole or zero at frequency u / 0 
presents a peculiarity with respect to the analysis at the origin where the spectral 
density function is symmetric. If the parameter we want to estimate is d\ such that 
di < cf2 we need to trim out some frequencies close to u in order to get rid of the 
influence of the periodogram at frequencies just before u where the spectral density 
is governed by cf2. Thus the Gaussian semiparametric estimates of d\ and C are 
obtained by minimizing 
1 m ( \2d 1 
W'*) = T^Гi E í ЪgC\Ju+-frIj (1.5) 
where \j = -J2-, j = I + 1, . . . , ra, Ij = In(u + \j) is the periodogram at frequency 
u) + \j and / = 0 if d\ > d2 and / —• oo more slowly than ra as n —*• oo if d\ < d2. 
Concentrating C out of the objective function we have that minimizing (1.5) is 
equivalent to minimize 
where 
i m 
R(d) = ìogČ(d)-2d 1Yllog\i (1.6) 
1 m 
ČC^^EAГЧ-. (1.7) 
Then the procedure consists in obtaining an estimate of cfi, d\ = argminde© R(d) 
where 0 = [Ai, A2] is the set of admissible values for d\ and then plug d\ in (1.7) to 
obtain an estimate of C, C(d\). A similar procedure, using frequencies just before 
u, can be used to estimate D and d2. In Section 2 we proved the consistency of d\ 
while the asymptotic distribution is obtained in Section 3. Finally technical lemmas 
are placed in the Appendix. 
2. CONSISTENCY OF THE ESTIMATE 
In order to prove the consistency of d\ we need the following assumptions: 
A. l . For a G (0,2] and u G (0, TT), as A -> 0+: 
f(u + \) - C\~2dl(l + 0(\a)) 
/(w-A) - D\-2d*(l + 0(\a)) 
where C}D G (0,oo), \d2\ < 1/2 and dx G 0 = [Ai, A2] where -1/2 < Ai < A 2 < 
1/2. The choice of Ai and A 2 reflects prior knowledge on d\, for example if we know 
that f(u) + A) 7^ 0 as A —• 0 + a reasonable choice is Ai = 0. 
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A.2. In a neighbourhood (—6,0) U (0, <5) of <_, /(A) is differentiable and 
-£- log/(c-±A) = OCA"1) a s A - ^ 0 + . 
A.3 . xt - Exi = Y^L0 <*jet-j and £ J 1 0 a] < oo where E[et\Ft-i] = 0, £[e
2 |F._a] 
= 1 for _ = 0, ± 1 , ± 2 , . . . , Ft is the cr-field generated by eSl s < t and there exists a 
random variable e such that Ee2 < oo and for all 77 > 0 and some K < 1, P(\et\ > 
rj) < KP(\e\ > 77). 
A.4. If di > d2: . 
and if di < d^. 
1 m 
1 > 0 as n —• 00 
m n 
m I nd2~dl 3 
1 l o g m + . ——(log 771)2 —> 0 as n -> 00. 
Assumption A.l and A.2 are those imposed in Arteche [1] for the asymptotics of 
the log-periodogram regression and correspond to those in Robinson [17] for to = 0. 
Assumption A.3 says that the innovations in the Wold decomposition of xt are a 
square integrable martingale difference sequence that satisfies a milder homogeneity 
restriction than strictly stationarity. Assumption A.4 distinguishes the cases d\ > di 
and d\ < di. In the former m tends to 00 (necessary for consistency) but more slowly 
than n (due to our semiparametric specification of/(A)). In the latter we introduce 
the trimming number / which has to go to infinity with n at a slower rate than m 
but its rate of divergence as n —> 00 is higher the larger the difference c/2 — d\. This 
is because the higher d^ with respect to d\ the more influential the periodogram 
at frequencies just before u (where the spectral density is governed by c/2) in the 
estimation of c/i (see Lemma 1) such that a larger trimming is needed. The more 
restrictive case comes up when d<i — d\ approaches 1, In that case ~x(logm)2 —• 0 
/ 2 
as n —» 00 so that if m ~ ne and / ~ n^, then 1 > 6 > <j> > 2/3 ensures A.4. 
The following theorem establishes the consistency of the Gaussian semiparametric 
estimate of d\ in (1.4). We only focus on the case d\ < c/2. The proof when d\ > d<i 
is a straightforward extension of that in Robinson [18] when u = 0. 
Theo rem 1. Let assumptions A . l -A .4 hold. Then as n —*• 00 
d\ —y d\. 
P r o o f . Ji = argmin© R(d) where R(d) is defined in (1.6). Write S(d) — R(d) — 
R(d\) and N6 = {d : | d - di | < 6} for 0 < 6 < 1/4 and N6 = (-00,00) - N6. Then 
P(\di-dx\>6) 
= P(d\ e Ns H 0) = P ( inf R(d) < inf R(d)) < P ( inf S(d) < o] 
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because d\ G N& C\ Q. Now define the following subsets of the set of admissible 
values 0, 
f A = Ai if dx < Ai + \ 
01 = {d : A < d < A 2 } such that 
2 = | 
dx > A > di - \ if dx > Ai + \ 
{d : Ai < d < A} if dx > Ai + \ 
0 otherwise 
Thus 
Pfldi - di| > 6) < P ( inf ЗД < 0 ) + P (inf S(d) < 0 ) 
Write 5(c/) = U(d) — T(d) where U(d) is the deterministic part of S(d) obtained by 
replacing Ij by C\J l and sums by integrals, and T(d) is the remainder. 
U(d) = 2 ( d - d i ) - l o g { 2 ( d - d i ) + l} 
Щ- \Č(d) m = 1 o g ^ - Ь g ^ - Ь 6 -í-j E ( ^ . - « W _ 4 ) + l ł 
i=ř+i 
where 
+ 2(d-í.1)i--L- f; logj-log(m- 0 + 1 1 
1 m 
(2.1) 
Note that U(d) achieves a unique minimum in 0 i for d = d\. Now, 
P ( inf S(d)<0) =p( inf (U(d)-T(d))<o) < P fsup \T(d)\ > inf U(d)^| . 
V-V^n©! / \N6n®i " - J ~ Ve_ -V6n0! V 
Using the mean value theorem we have 
log(l + x) < x - -x2, - log(l - x) > x + -x2 
o 2 
for 0 < x < 1. It follows that 
S2 
> f U(d) > min (26 - log{2(5 + 1}, -26 - log{l - 25}) > — . (2.2) 
N^nGi 2 
On the other hand, from the inequality |log(l + x)\ < 2\x\ for \x\ < \, we deduce 
that for any nonnegative random variable y, P(2|y— 1| < e) < P(\\ogy\ < e) for 




and thus s u p 0 1 \T(d)\ A 0 if 
> e ^ < E 
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a) s u p 0 1 
b) s u p 0 1 
Č(d)-C(d) 
= oP(l) C(d) 
2(đ - dг) + 1-г-vn , j 
m — l 
~ " ( -l үíd-Ь) ! 




1 —-̂ \m 
3 7 — í + i l o g J ' ~ l o g ( m - O + 1 = o(l). 
If di <d2(l = 0) the left hand sides of b) and c) are Ofm"
1 - 2 *- -* ) ) and O ( ^ ) 
respectively from Lemmas 1 and 2 in Robinson [18]. If d\ > d2 (I —• oo) the left hand 
sides of b) and c) are 0 ( ( £ ) 1 + 2 ( - ~ d l ) ) and 0(lJs^) respectively from Lemmas 2 
and 3 in the Appendix. Since 1 + 2(A — c/i) > 0 in 9 i , condition A.4 implies that 
b) and c) hold. 
In order to prove a) write, 




/+1 ч ' 
2(d-di) 
_ /^\-2di for gj = C\JMx. Since B(d) + \B(d) - 1| > 1 it follows that 
inf B(d) > 1 - sup \B(d) - 1| > - (2.3) 
for all sufficiently large m using Lemma 2. Now, by summation by parts, A(d) is 
bounded in absolute value by, 
+ 
m — l 
3 
m - l | 
r=/+ll 
r ^ ( d - d l ) , r 
m — l &DS&-) 
2(d-di) 
m bfe) £ (H 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
Using the mean value theorem we have that for r > 1, 
2(d-di) 
( - ; ) ' 
1 < -! i- max 1 + - < -
— r r>i \ rj r 
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in 0 . Thus the supremum in ©i of (2.4) is bounded by 
m - l / x 2(d-di) 
sup 0 l 
< 
m — / S^r^-^HáG-o 
12 
\m-l) 
2 ( Д 2 - d , ) + l «^-l , r . j ( Д - ( | 1 ) + i l 
E( 
Г = / + l 
m) ,ś,e-) 
Since ( ^ 3 j ) a —• 1 for all a we focus on the analysis of 
m - l 
EÖ r ч 2 ( Д - d O + l 1 
r=/+l 
t ÍM (2.6) 
Now, 
£ - 1 = ( 1 - f ) h. + h i , - \atflcj] + (2*J„ - 1) (2.7) 
J/j \ Ji / 9 j J 3 
where Itj = L> + A,) = \We(u + A,)!
2, W£(A) = -^ - i - £ ? = 1 e . e« \ /,• = / ( « + A,), 
/^ zz: In(u + Aj) and ctj = a(u> + Aj) = YlT=o »jfce
lfc(a;+Aj). Assumption A.l implies 
that 
"' =0(Xf). 
' • * . 





m - l 
Ѓľ E r \ 2 ( A - d O + l 1 
r=/+l 
= ° Ш r ч 2 ( Д - d O + l 1 
^/+1 
(è('-л)« 
żS>aг~8i' ji+2(d2-do / / 
- <l((—Y(^ (mY n 2 ( d 2 " d l ) ( l o S m ) 2 n 2 ^ a " d l ) l o g m \ \ 
" V U J V + V7T/ + m/2(^~^i) + /i+2(d2-d0 )) 
- °e>°« 
in 0 i under A.4. 
Since | | a | 2 - | 6 | 2 | = \Re{(a-b) (a + b)}\ < | ( a - 6 ) ( a + 6)| < | a - 6 | | a + 6 | , applying 
the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality we have that E\Ij — \<*j\2Iej\ is bounded by 
{EIj - ctjEWejWj - ájEWejWj + \atfEIej } 3 
{EIj + ajEWejWj + ájEWejWj + \ctj\2EItjý (2.10) 
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From Lemma 1 we have that as n —• oo 
EIj = fj + 0 
І 0g jл-2_ : . ^ - a . o ^ ü s - л , - * ) 
because Iej = -^"EJ l- i E " = i
 f * c - - < ( * " ' ) ( < " + A i ) a n d u n d e r A -3 EIej = -L. Thus 
under A.4 and _2 > _., (2.10) is O ({
]2fL) * A ; "
( < i 2 + d l ) ' ) . Now 
-. J v ^ / r \ 2 ( A - _ 0 + i 1 
£ V4- W ." 
^Г = /+ l 
\ / + l 
r v2(Д-<_i)+l 1 
£ ^(I.-K-r%) 
We distinguish the cases _2 - _i > 1/2, = 1/2, < 1/2. When _2 - _i < 1/2, (2.11) 
is 
/n*--*(logm)*-=. __,__,, w. . . . , . - . A o P ^ ' Q o g m ^ y . 
^ ^(A-do+i Z> r / V l*"M2_<il / ~ 
in Gi because of A.4. Now if _/2 — d\ = 1/2, (2.11) is 
V^ log m) * o(â_^|>!<^>-Ч>o6r))=op / 
(2.12) 
• ) l = o ( l ) (2.13) 
in 0 i and because of A.4. Finally when c.2 — d\ > 1/2, (2.11) is 
/ n ' - - * ( . 0 g m ) * ,.(_.__.) - ^ r 2 ( A _ . 0 _ A _ 0 / n * - ' - ( l o g m ) - V 
u ^ m2(_.-di)+i ' Z - /
r / \ /H---* ' ! y ^ ' 
and consequently (2.11) is o(l) in ©i under A.4. 
The final contribution to (2.6) comes from the term involving 2irltj — 1. Write 
2„Iej-l = i££e.c.e*'(*-)(-+>i)-l 
71 t = l _ = 1 
= ;. __>< - i ) + j E E COS«< -*)(" + A>» et€> 
ť=i ť?-5 
using sin(A) = — sin(—A). Thus 
m - l 
EÖ r x 2 ( Д - _ _ _ ) + l 1 
r = / + l 
£ (2xi_. - 1) 
i='+i 





ť = l I / + 1 
m—i 
r ч 2 ( Д - d i ) + l r - l 
m-1 r x 2 ( A - d 1 ) + l J ^ ^ 
<m/ r2 n -̂ —' 
/+i /+i 




Under A.3, £]C*=i(€t) ~* 1 fr°m Theorem 1 in Heyde and Seneta [13] and 
m - l 
EÖ r
 ч 2 ( Д - d i ) + l r - / = ° E Ö r
 ч 2 ( Д - đ , ) + l 1 
0(1) 
r=/+l \/+l 
and thus (2.15) is op(\) in 0 i . Assumption A.3 also implies that 
2 
E E E e < e * E cos{(t-s)(U + Xi)} 
s t^s i=/+i 
n n 2 E £ 
j=/+l Jb=/+1 L- = l 5 = 1 
,2 o/«, #\2 
Ş ^ ^ cos{(ť - s) (ы + A,-)} cos{(ť - s) (ы + AJЬ)} - n 
= ( r - / ) n
2 - 2 ( r - / ) 2 n 
for r such that 0 < u; + Ar < n. To prove (2.17) write 




ats = COS[S(CJ + \j)] COS[S(CJ + \k)] cos[ť(cj + \j)] cos[ť(cj + \k)] 
bts = cos[s(kj + \j)] SІП[S(CJ + Afc)] cos[t(u + \j)] sin[t(u + \k)] 
Cts = SІn[s(cJ + \j)] COs[s(cJ + Aд.)] SІn[ť(cJ + \j)] COsþ(íJ + Ajfc)] 
dts = sin[s(u> + \j)] sin[s(o; + AJЬ)] sin[ť(u; + \j)] sinþ(dJ + AJЬ)]. (2-18) 
n n n n 2 
EEa^ = EEd" = т itk = j 
ť = l 5 = 1 ť = l 5 = 1 
= 0 otherwise 
and 
EE6« = EEc» = ° 
t = l 5 = 1 t = l 5 = 1 
which proves (2.17), and thus (2.16) is 
*(ř(э^-#)-« 
= 0Ҷ"vÇ + 7ľVW 
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as n —> co. Thus we have proved that s u p 0 l (2.4) = op(l). 
Now s u p 0 i (2.5) is bounded by 
2 (A 2 -á i ) 
m -i{m-i) \ezAgj ) .=J+1 
(2.19) 
Because (-^zj)a —• 1 for all a as n —> oo we focus on ~ X^/+i("^" "" 1) a - d u s e (2-7) 
to show in the same manner as above that s u p 0 i (2.5) is op(l). Since d\ < d*i, 
*{Ł± i - —II— 
-- o(it^{^^^my-°m^ 
under A.4. On the other hand, 
E I f Vчи.,.|\-0!lf _____ 




under A.4, and finally ~X_d+i |27r_T€_f — 1| is bounded by 
m — / 1 1 1 
^£(eM + ^EiEEH(<-*)(W+A;)}% 
* = 1 I /+1 . «5_t 
= op(l) + Op(-j==)=op(l). 









s u p 0 1 |/l(d)| p 
- infe. |-(rf) | 
and the proof is completed in the case d\ < Ai + 1 . But if di > Ai + 1 , 02 is not an 
empty set and _P(infe2 S(d) < 0) may be different from zero. However we will see 
that in fact P(inf 0 3 S(d) < 0) -> 0 as n -+ oo. Write p = pm = exp I ^ - r £ log j ) 
r A / , N ^ ,.. m / \ 2 ( - * - < * i ) 
and 5(d) = l o g { ^ } where D(d) = - J - , £ ( l ) ,--'i /,. Since / + 1 < p < 
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m then, 
/ . ч З í á - d i ) / Л 
inf : 
©. Vl 0 >- (з) 
/ . ч 2 ( d - « . i ) / Л 
inf : 
©2 VJ 0 >- (?) 
It follows that 
2(Д-ái) 
2 ( Д i -á i ) 
for / + 1 < j < p 
for p < j < m. 
where 
аj = < 
Thus 
Under A.4, 
inf Ď(d) > *Уаjj
2đl Ij 
2
 v ' - m-lf^ 1J 3 
( / . N 2 ( Д - « Í I ) 
U) foг / + l < j < p 
-
/ Л 2 ( Д , - d . ) 
( p ) foг p < j < m 
(inf 5(d) < o) < P l ^ - i - | > " l ) j 2 đ l /, < o) • 
p ~ exp í -{m[logm - 1] - /[log/ - 1]} j 
= exp(- l + l o g m ) e x p f ^ ^ - - - ^ ^ ) 
\ m — / m — lj 





. - ( A - * ) ^ _ _ _ _ _ £ 
/2(A-di)+l 
2 ( Д - d г ) + l ( 2 ( Д - d i ) + l ) p
2 ( д - J 0 ' 
Thus 
m 
1 m 1 p 
'+1 /+i 
2 ( Д - d i ) + l) (, 
/ („.)-(--*)+-—ì-
-di)J 
e(2(Д - di) + 1) 
1 + m - / (m - /)m 2 ( д " J ҷ ' * 
- l + o(l). 
Choosing A < a._ — 1/2 + l/(4e) (which can be done without loss of generality 
because d\ — 1/2 > A_ in 62) we have that for m sufficiently large and ~ —» 0 as 
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171 -> °°» SГ-7 E / + i ( a i - 1) > 1 a n d 
* ( " Ь Џ - Чi- 4 s o) = P (^L.f>, - i)Җi + 1 < ,) 




Since E l+ i a i ~ p 2 ( d l - A ) J;





1 77* / • \ Oř 
---*, . . , (3 = °ҷ-I> + 1) 
/+1 
• y n2(-a-«Oiogj 
n ; v \n) ji+-(<.3-<.i) 
= <v ((=)>*"> 
as n —• oo, under A.4 and because a > 0. On the other hand, 
m 
J+l •'•i 
n d - - d l ( l o g j ) i 
/ 1 
J_ 
m — / °М^37Е(^-1)-7Г+-.--. 
= o„ 
/+1 
/ r c d 2 - d l ( l o g m ) 2 \ 
'* ^ /i+^-^i y 
as n - > o o under A.4, and finally 
m 
— _ T ( a i - l ) ( 2 7 r / e i - l ) 





+ - E E — L 7 E ( a j - 1 ) c o s ^ - s ) ( w + A i ) > e « c - (2-2 1 ) 
Since ^ ^ ( a j - 1) = O(l), (2.20) is o p ( l ) . Now (2.21) has variance 
^ ( m _ / ) 2 E ^ -
1 ) E ^*-1) ( E E ^ + ^ + ^ + ^ ) - 7 1 
*=/+! ^ť = l 5 = 1 
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where ats,bts,cts and dts are defined in (2.18). Thus the variance of (2.21) is 
9 1 m n2 9 / m \ 2 
hj^n« -') T - ̂  ( l> -•>) • <-~o 
The second term of (2.22) is 0(n~l) because JZS+i(ai — 1) = 0(m). Now 
m p / . x 4 ( A - d O
 m / / ; \
4 ( A - ~ d l ) 
X>J = £ +£ 
H-l / + i
 KF/ p+ i V F / 
/ / , \ 4 ( A - d O , m v 4 ( A 1 - d O \ 
-= O l p l o g p + / f - j + m l o g m ( — j J 
j x 4(A-dON 
--- 0 \ m log m + / ' 
and thus 
Z ^ ) 2 / l . - a i = 0 ( - ^ - + m 4 ( A - < f l ) + 2 J
= 0 ( 1 ) (m 
v ' i+i 
because 4(A - di) + 2 > 0. Thus (2.21) is o-(l) and consequently P(inf02 S(d) < 
0) —> 0 and the proof is completed. • 
3. ASYMPTOTIC DISTRIBUTION 
In this section we show that under some conditions stronger than those needed 
for consistency but milder than the assumptions imposed in the log-periodogram 
regression in the sense that Gaussianity is not needed, 
.yад _ dl) -i N (o, i ) 
The constancy of the asymptotic variance of d\ makes easy the use of approximate 
rules of inference. We also observe the gain in efficiency with respect to the log-
periodogram regression where the asymptotic variance has an upper bound of 7r2/24 
and a lower bound 1/4 but this lower bound is not attainable by that class of 
estimates (see Robinson [17] and Arteche [1]). 
We introduce the following assumptions: 
A.2\ In a neighbourhood (-<5,0) U (0,6) of w a(X) = Y%L0
 akeikX is differentiable 
. ^ - 0 ( 1 - ^ ) _»:->. 
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A . 3 \ Assumption A.3 holds and 
E(e*\Ft„\) = fi3 and E(c*\Ft-i) = m, < = 0 , ± 1 , . . . 
for finite constants fi3 and /i4. 
A . 4 \ If d\ >d2) 
1 m1+2«(logm)2 n 
1 -- • 0 a s n —• oo , 
m nlCL 
and if d\ < d2 
(logm)3 /3 x4 n
2^»- r f0 , m1*2* x2 n 
- p + m ( l ° g m ) + |1W )̂ l 0 g m + ^ 2 ^ ( I o g m ) ~> ° 
as n —> oo. 
Assumption A.2' implies A.2 because /(A) = §7|<*(A)|2. A.3' implies that xt is 
fourth order stationary and holds if the ct are independent and identically distributed 
with finite fourth conditional moments. A.4' is Assumption A.4' in Robinson [18] 
if d\ > d2 but when d\ < d2 a strong trimming is needed as in the proof of the 
consistency. Taking m ~ ne and / ~ n^ we have that in case d\> d2)0 < 2a/(l-f 2or) 
suffices, but when d2 > d\, A.4' can only be satisfied if d2 — d\ < a / (3 + 4a). For 
instance when a = 2, d2 — d\ has to be smaller than 2/11. However we can relax 
A.4' by strengthening A.3\ We thus can consider: 
A.5. The fourth cumulant of et is zero for all t. 
A.6. If d\ > d2 A.4' holds and when d\ < d2 
(logm)3 /2 ' n2^"d^ , m1*2" N2 n 
~P + ™ <Iogm) + / i + ^ - d o I o s m + - ^ - > g m ) - ° 
as n —* oo. 
Assumption A.5 is implied by Gaussianity and A.6 entails (d2 — d\) < a /2 ( l + a) , 
where the upper bound is 1/3 when a = 2. This requirement is not much stronger 
than d2 — d\ < 1/2 which is satisfied if there is both a left and right (stationary) 
spectral pole at u. 
Theorem 2. Under A.l, A.2', A.3' and either A.4' or A.5 and A.6, 
y/m(d\ — d\) —• 1V I 0, — ) as n —• oo. 
P r o o f . Like in the proof of consistency we focus on the case d2> d\) the proof 
with d2 < di is a straightforward extension of that in Robinson [18]. Since d\ is 
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consistent under the conditions in Theorem 2, then with probability approaching 1 
as n —> oo d\ satisfies 
dRjdt) __ dRjdr) d2R(d) -
0 " ~dd~ " ~lid- + ~^T{dl ~ dl) ( 3 1 ) 
where |rf — di | < |di — di | . Write 
1 m 
^d) = ^TTl E *"0°8*i)*-i. 
Then 
m — / 
j=/+i 
dД(d) Či(rf) 2 .A d2Д(cQ _ ЦČ2(d)Č(d) - Č?(d)} 
dd C(d) m - / 2 - j ' Ю g A j ' dd- ČҶ«Í) 
Define also 
~ m ^ m 
^ = ̂ TT E ( l og^2 <% &(<0 = 3T7 E 0°gi)*i2<,/i. 
;=/+i i=/+i 
thus 
d2i?(cf) _ 4{F2(d)F0(d) - F




Fix C > 0 such that 2C < (logm)2. On the set M = {d : (logm)3 \d- di\ < Q 
1 m 
\Ek(d)-Ek(di)\ < - - _ 7 _ _ | i
2 ( - - * ) - l | i M , ( l o g i ) * / i 
m f+i 
< 2e\d-d1\Ek+1(d1) < 2e((logm)
k-2E0(d1) 
where the second inequality comes from the fact that 
I -2(d-di) _ j I x 
gl r f -d | - (logi)m2ld"dll < m ^ log j - elogi 
on M. Thus for n > 0, 
Ph^J)-^)!^^) J 
< E(2eC(logm)*-2^0(rfi)>»?r^) 'ideA/J 
+ PU-f*(^-&(*)!> 17 (-£) 2 l | d^MJ 
< P ( G ( d i ) > - | - ( l o g m ) 2 - * ) + P ( ( l o g m ) 3 | J - c . i | > C ) . (3.2) 
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Since from the proof of Theorem 1, C(di) -^ C £ (0,00), the first probability in 




< P ( inf S(d) < 0 ) + P ( inf S(d) < 0 ) + P (inf S(d) < o] 
\0_n_v_nM / \QinN6 J \e2 J 
where M = (-co, 00) — M. We have already shown in the proof of Theorem 1 that 
the last two probabilities in (3.3) tend to zero. The first probability is bounded by 
P ( sup \T(d)\ > inf U(d)) 
\0_n_v_ 0_n_V6nM / 
As in the proof of Theorem 1, 
inf U(d) > n
 C . . . 
©inIv.nM (logm)D 
(3-4) 
Call T = 2(A - e._) + 1. On Oj, 7 > 0. Consider ( m -)
7 (logm) 6 = J , ! . <lo« ?> 
where 0 < a < 7. Now ' °£T • —• 0 as m —> 00 and 
/ n \ y _ l2 1 
Under A.6 (and of course A.4'), l— —• 0 as n —> 00. Choose a < -̂, which can always 
be done because 7 > 0. Then ( ^ ) 7 (logm) 6 —• 0 as n —• 00. Thus noting the form 
of T(d) and the orders of magnitude obtained in Lemmas 2 and 3 it follows that 
under A,4 or A.6 (3.4) tends to 0 if 
sup 
0_n_v_ 




Using the notation in the proof of Theorem 1, and because of (2.3), 
inf B(d) > inf 5(d) > ~ 
©inIv. v ' - 0x v f - 2 
for all large enough m. Thus it remains to prove that sup0in_v6 1-̂ (̂ )1 — °p (0°g




< sup { 12 
øiПЛГ. 
2(á-</.)+l m - 1 2 ( _ _ _ . ) + i 1 
m - / j -T-' \ m ! r2 
m 
r= /+ l 
't('--0 
2 ( d - d i ) 
+ m bfeГËЄ-) j = - + l 
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Since f ^-y J —* 1 for all a we focus on 
(m-\ 
sup 
iПУVб \\^[ ^ГПJ 
I'©—^(HKKHll 
/ r \ 1"26 1 Һ 






Now, using Lemmas 4 and 6, the first part of (3.5) is 
E









j+i Ч f f i 
/ r \ ! - 2 í 1 írQ+1 , 3 i i 
\-hr* + r* 
vM-1 
0 p (p)- + ( i )
ł
І 0 6 r a + ( l )-
г ,
 + ^ 
\ V rг / \ m / \ m / v m 
(3.6) 
under A.4' or A.6. Since 6 < \ then (3.6) is op((logm)
 6 ) . Similarly the second 
part of (3.5) is 
0 p ( ^ ( V m " + - ^ - + I'mi)) = op ((logm)-
6) 
under A.4' or A.6. Thus P ( inf 0 i n J V ( s n A ? 5(d) < 0) -> 0 and 
P (\Ek(d) - ^fc(rf!)| > n ( - £ )
 l J - 0 
as n —* oo. Consequently i ^ ' is 
4[{£2(d1) + op(n
2 d ' )} {^(dQ + op(n






- W i ) 
-f op(l) as n —•* oo. (3.7) 
Now for k = 0,1,2, 
I 1 m 
\h(di)-c-±--Y,^3)k 
I Til. — 1 * -* 
m M-i 
m 






£ + (£)" (logm)2 + (1 ) 4 (logm)2) = 0 p ( l ) (3.8) 
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under A.4' or A.6. Thus from (3.7) and (3.8) 
j2n/J\ I 1 m / l m \ 2 1 
- d ^ - = 4 | m ^ / £ ( l o g i ) 2 - ( ^ E l o S - l j | ( 1 + -V(1))+-V(1)^4 
as n -+ oo. Now since C(d{) •?+ C 
** u - 2i^r7^(v—5i5o
 logA'j 
= a^_+b)E(^--rbg^)^« 
2 m f I \ 
= ^E r 4_v~ 2 7 r / £ v ( 1 + 0 p ( 1 ) ) (39) 
o m 
+ - 7 ^ E v i 2 7 r ^ ( l + °p(l)) (310) 
v m i+i 
where Vj = logj--^j YZ+i l°Si satisfies YlT+i vj = 0- Since \VJ\ = O(logra), using 
Lemma 6 we have that (3.9) is 
lma+3 /I \ 
Op — — logm+—r log TO 
\ n ra 4 / 
under A.4' and 
under A.5 and A.6. In both cases (3.9) is op(l). Apart from the op(l) terms, (3.10) 
2 1 
1S 
m n n 
4=LYчYY^кt-sHш+Xi) • 
o 1 m n ^*"1 n 
v^"íтí ê_éí * £í 
2 1 
/+i 
where z\ = 0 and 
ť - i 
zť = e ť]T\,ct_ 5 for f = 2,3, . . . ,n, 
* = i 
m 
с, = --^=У;^со8{_(ы + А,)}. (3.11) 
/+1 
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The zt form a zero-mean martingale difference array and from a standard martingale 
CLT (Hall and Heyde [10], section 3.2) E t = i z* converges in distribution to a N(0,1) 




b) "]r,E(z?I(\zt\>6))->0 for all 6 > 0. 
l 
To prove a) write J^i E(zt\Ft-i) - 1 as 
E* 
' ť - 1 
q E ^ - iғ'-> 
<5 = 1 
П / ť - 1 
• = £ _ > - -' 
2 \ 5 = 1 
ť - 1 { n ť-1 ï n 
_C £ cУ<-> -l \+_C_C__>^ť_rCi_.. 
t=2 »=1 J ť=2 тфì The term in braces is 
r n - l n - ť ' n —1 n —ť 
__>2-i)£c? + £__>
2 - i (3.12) 
. ť = l 5 = 1 . ť = l 5 = 1 
N o w Eí=i E L i c 5 i s e q u a l t o 
. .. n —1 n —ť / m 
4 1 # ^ E E [£^^{8^+Xi)}) 
t = l 5 = 1 \ / - f l / 
A m n—In—. 
i=-+i i i 
m n —In —t 
mn' 
(3.13) 
+ ^^z^&u*SzE[cosls(2w+Ai+Afc)l+cos{s(A>-Aife)l]- <314) m n .-Hi-!* 1 1 
From formula (4.18) in Robinson [18], namely, 
q-l q-r 
,n x COS ZOs(6t) = — 
4 sin2 
V ^ V ^ /љл cosØ-cos(çØ) g - 1 
£ -Ь cos(öť) = — 7 — ^ 5- (3.15) 
Г = l ť = l 
for 0 / 0, mod(27r), we have that for j such that 0 < w + A;- < w (which holds for n 
large enough), 
n n — ť n—1n—ť 
_Г _Гcos2{s(_> + A,)} = \ £ __> + ^ Í M " + Ai)» 
ť = l 5 = 1 1 1 
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n - 1 
= ÎB-O+Î 
ť = l 
( n - 1 ) 2 
1 cos{2(w + Xj)} - cos{2n(w + A;)} n - 1 
2 4sin2(w + Ai) 4~~ 
+ 0(1). 
Since 
^7Ě»J = ^ r 7 Ě ( ^ - ( ^ f ; . o 8 i )
2 = i + o(í!^) 
/+1 /+1 \ /+1 / X ' / 1 /  
we have that (3.13) is 
4^zl(l + 0((l2^))(í»^l + o w 
mnz 
n 2 V 
m 
2 zl£ + 0 í =.(„.,»). 1 as n —+ oo. 
Now for j , & such that 0 < 2u + \j + \k < 2n (which always holds for a large 
enough n) and j ^ k we can again apply formula (3.15) and we get that 
П—1n—t 
J2 J][cos{s(2w + \j + \k)} + cos{s(\j - \k)}] = - n + O(l) 
t = l 5 = 1 
so that (3.14) is 
o ( ì Ê í ) = o ( = ) ^ i ) . 
Thus the second term in (3.12) tends to zero as n —> oo. The first term has mean 
zero and its variance is 
/ n - l fn-t \ 2> 
° E IX 
\ ť = l \s = l 
Now 
l,l< î|>l = o(Ä) (3.16) 
and for 1 < 5 < n/2, by summation by parts, |cr,| is 
2 ' , 
n-v/m f—' 1+1 
m - 1 
— ? = X ( V r _ Vr+1) X «»{«(-' + A i ) } + —7=»m y^cos{«(w + Aj)} 
"V^rzi+1 iŽíx " ^ HÍ 
= O f 4 = X l0S ( 1 + -) - + 4 = 1°**"-) = O C^) (3-17) 
\n^r=7+l ^ r ^ S ^ ^ * / \Sy/ŤňJ 
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because X^/+i COS{S(CJ + Xj)} -=- 0(ns *) for 1 < s < n/2 (see proof of Lemma 4) 
and |log (l + £•) | < 1/r for r > 1. The bound in (3.17) is at least as good as that in 
(3.16) for n/m < s < n/2. Consider u a harmonic frequency (which can always be 
done for n sufficiently large), then cs — cn_5 and from (3.16) and (3.17) 
±t = oU?^ + ̂ zA=0(^) (3.18) 
S = l \ *>-%• J ^ ' 
and the variance of the first part of (3.12) is 0 {^°z™^\ Thus (3.12) is op(l). In 
order to prove a) it remains to show that 
n t - 1 
^YllL€r€°Ct->'Ci-° = °PM' (3-19) 
t=2 r^s 
The left hand side of (3.19) has mean zero and variance 
n n t—1 u—1 
Y2 ]C D _E Y2 Yl E[crcsepeq] ct.rct-scu-pcu-q 
t = 2 u=2 rjLs p^q 
n n m i n ( t - l . u - l ) 
= ^ZLY2Y2A2 ct-rct-scu-rcu-s 
t = 2 u=2 r^s 
n t-1 n t-1 u-1 
= 2YY^ci-rci->+4I2J2I2T,ct-rCt->c»->-c»->- (3-2°) 
t=2 rjLs t = 3 u = 2 r^s 
The first part of (3.20) is O ((log m)4n""1) from (3.18). The second part is bounded 
in absolute value by 
n t - 1 (u-l u-l \ / n \ / n t - 1 t - 1 \ 
< £ £ £«.-!:«.-. <" £«? £ £ £ 4). <MI) 
t = 3 u = 2 \ r = l s = l / \ 1 / \ t = 3 u = 2 t - u + l / 
Now 
n t - 1 t - 1 n - 2 n 
E E E ^ = = ^ i ( n - i - l ) c ? + 1 < n ^ j c ? + 1 
t = 3 t i = 2 t - u + l j = l 1 
[nm 3] n / n \2 \ 
<" £ *$+» £ ^ = o ( « - ) 
2 2 V m s / 
^ [nm 3]+l 
using (3.16) and (3.17). Thus noting (3.18) we see that (3.21) is 
Q / n ( l ogm)
2 ( l ogm) 2 \ = Q / ( l o g m )
4 \ = 
\ ms n J \ ms / 
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and (3.19), and thus a), are proved. 
In order to prove b) we check the sufficient condition 
n 
y ^ E[zf] —» 0 as n —> co. 
Now 
t=i 
X>tf] = X > 
t-i т 4 
e*Xľc*C ť- ł 
<џAY^E 
2 L 5 = 1 
t-1 
= ^ E 
2 L 1 
ť - 1 
Y^€*ct~* 
I 2J 2-y X> X^ €s£r£p£qCt-sCt-rCt-pCt-q 
s r p q=l 2 
n / n 
2 \ Í = 1 ť=2 Ä г = l 
-Hй-(^)-w 
in view of (3.18) and this concludes the proof of the theorem. 
4. APPENDIX: TECHNICAL LEMMAS 
Let Vj = —v^—"• be a scaled discrete Fourier transform and denote v* the complex 
/ C*XJ* 
conjugate of f(A). 
L e m m a 1. Let assumptions A.l and A.2 hold and let k = k(n) and j = j(n) be 
two sequences of positive integers such that j > k and £ —• 0 as n —• 00. Then as 
n —• 00: 
a)^P = l + 0(l^A7
2(<i--<il) + (i)a) 
b) JE;Ujt;i = C>(i2p.A7
2(d'-<il)) 
c) Evjvk = O h^l\-^-
d^Xl^-dA 
d) ^•t;, = O(^iA7(d'-dl)A-(d'-<il)) 
where d,- = max^i . a^ ) . 
P r o o f . See Arteche [1]. D 
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L e m m a 2. For e G (0,1] and K G (e, oo), when / —» oo and — —• 0, 
7 - 1 
sup 
6<7<K 
P r o o f . For 7 > 0 
m — / 
i = . + i LШ -t-°Ш) <«> 
m / • \ 7 - 1 
m-/ f-' Vm-/j 
/+i x 7 
< 
m 
7 fZ + l ^ 
- / \m-l) 
7 - 1 
1 /7I7 
+ 7 7T7Г + (m - /)7 ( m - /) 
dæ 
using the mean value theorem. The first term is 0(m 7 / 7 *), the second is 0(m 7 ) 
and the third is 0(m~ll) for 7 > 1, zero for 7 = 1 and O^'^V) if 7 < 1. Thus 
(4.2) is O ( ( £ ) 7 + £ ) and the left hand side of (4.1) is O ( ( £ ) ' ) because e G (0,1] 
D 
L e m m a 3 . Let / -+ 00 and -£• —» 0 as m —• 00. Then, 
1 m / / \ 
— - ; ^ l o g j - l o g ( m - /) + l = O f — l o g m j . 
І=.+l 
P r o o f . 
m 
1 m 





bgil^(í)dl + ^ 7 + ̂ log(' + 1)| 
bÉjft,l*-ílj-7rT<ta+r-b + 5íb-«<'+') 
/-|_2 ' ' x 
< ^ 7 £ í + -!"7(l + log(/ + l))--o(ilogm). 
m —/ zr- í j m - / \ m / 
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Lemma 4. Let r > / and Iej defined in (2.7) and A.3' hold. Then 
r 
£ (2*1,, - 1) = Op{r*). 
i='+i 
P r o o f . Write 




n ť - 1 
X>" (W+ЛІ) 
ť = l 
= ^Ê^+^Ê^ ^^+^X'-5)}-
ť = l ť = 2 5 = 1 
Thus 
г - í 
£ (2*J„ - 1) = L-i Y>ť
2 - 1) + J2 et £ e.rf.-. 
; = м - l
 n • ( = 1 t=2 . = 1 
(4.3) 
where ds — ^ 5_3/+i
 cos{(u>+A7)s}. If u; is a harmonic frequency of the forma; -= -^-, 
where uv is an integer then ds = dn-s. Since in our analysis n —+ oo, we can express 
any frequency u £ (0,7r] as a harmonic frequency for a large enough n. Also |d5| < ^p 
and for 1 < s < n/2, \d8\<£+%. This last inequality can be proved in the following 
way. Write 
2 r 2 r 
ds -= — yj
cos(u;s)cos(sAj) 2~^sin(cjs)sin(sAj), 









By formulae (5.10) and (5.11) in Zygmund [20], Chapter 2), 
1 -A 1 
~ + 2_j cos tv — - cos ri 
v = l 
< - for 0 < t < 7Г 
and 
Thus 
A . i . 









VJ cos(A; s) £cos(A;s) 
1 г 1 
õ + X) cos(A;s) - - cos(Ars) + 
1 - n л 
2 - 2 cosí^rв) 
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+ 
n 
1 ' 1 
Õ + J2 c o s(A i s) - õ cos(A/«) 
1 l n \ 
2 ~ 2 c o s ( A ' s ) 
< — + 2 for 1 < s < -
~ ҡs 2 
and similarly |Xw+i sin(Ay-s) | is bounded by 
i . 
У ] sin(Aj s) - - sin(Ars) + -sin(A rs) 
+ 
Л i 
^ s i n ( A , s ) - -sin(A.s) -sin(A.s) < ^ + l 
ҡs 
and thus |rff| < -£• + £. 
Both terms on the right hand side of (4.3) have zero mean and variance respec-





which concludes the proof. D 
Lemma 5. Let j be a sequence of integers such that £ —» 0 as n —• oo. Then 
under A.l and A.2', 
/ / ° ^ A l x - 1 K{\ - \j - u) dA = O | T ) if di > d2 J-,\a(u + Xj) \jj 
= o 
- | 2 ( d a - d i ) > 
Іf cři < d2. 
P r o o f . A.l and A.T imply that we can pick 8 E (2Ay,7r) such that for some 
C < oo, 
\a(u + A)| < C\~dl, \a(u - A)| < CX"d2 
and 
| a ' ( " + A)| < C\-d--\ \a'(u - A)| < C A ^ 2 " 1 
for 0 < A < 6. Now split the integral up into, 
/
LU — 6 pUJ -J-- / * W + ~ 2 ~ PLJ + 2Xj fLJ + 6 PIT 
+ / + / - • + / - • +/ +/ • 
•IT JLU — 6 JLU—-j-- JLU+-J- JLJ+2\J JLU+6 
Write aj = c*(u + Ay) and fj = /(CJ + Ay). The first integral is equal to 
A - f {HX)\2-a(X)aj-aja(X) + \aj\
2}K(X-Xj-U)d\ 
\aj\ J-7T 
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and this is bounded in absolute value by 
i; {- .as-. *(A - A> -w)} { £ / ( A ) dA+^ £|a(A)| dA 
+ ^ £d(A) dA}+£ /<(A _ Aj -w) dA 
using well known properties of the Fejer's Kernel (see formulae (4.5) - (4.7) in Arteche 
[1]). Similarly 
1 r 1 
/ \ = o(r1). 




max / ( " Л ) i / A5-^/í(_A-A,)dA 
\í-d> 
t-<ЬK(_\-\.)d\ 
Ж / _, и r ад ì ґ дł. 
І°ÍІ lV«s« л ł /•'V 
+ J^Ki-X-X^dX 
= O (x^n-iXj1-2** + A^n-^j 1 "^ + n^AT1) 
= O (V) if d!>d2 
Í 2 — Í l ) \ 
j if di < d2. n 
3\ 
2 ( d 2 - ű 
Proceeding similarly we get that 
J_ W+2ЛЈ 
= O(r1). 
Now the integral over u ± -*j-\ is bounded in modulus by 
max^ \K{X-\j)\{-
-Џ<\<Џ ^{TÍLI^ + A)dA 
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.11 _ iL 
+ j ^ 
= O (n-'Xj2 [Aj*A}-2* + A* A}~* + A,-]) (4.4) 
where i = 1 if di > d2 and i = 2 if d2 > di. Thus (4.4) is OO'"
1) if c/i > d2 and 
2(<*a-«-i)\ 
if d2> d\. 01} 












a(cj + Л) 1 4 i л - л < -A^fRYA-A^dA 
= O (Af'A/ 2- 2" 1"-^,) = O ( r 1 ) 
which concludes the proof. D 
Lemma 6. Let 0 < / < r < m. Let A.l, A.T and A.3' hold and d2> dx. Then 
£ (|-2^i) = ° P ( ^ + / M ) ™der C.4 (4-5) 
= Op ( ^ - + / ) under C.5 and C.6 (4.6) 
where Ij is the periodogram of xt = Exi + YlT=o
aJ€t-J a^ (w + ^i)»" A; *s ^ e 
periodogram of e< at frequency (a; + Xj) and #j = CXJ2 x. 
P r o o f . From Lemma 1 and A.l, 
*|t(H)|-|tH)(£) 
- o(£(i)><$r+-^)) 
"" V n« + n« /-+2(<-2--ii) J " V n« y 
under A.4' or A.6. 
Write Uj = V^7rr^fr and v;- = V^rW^i where Wj and VVej are discrete Fourier 
transforms of xt and et respectively at frequency u + Aj, and ay = a(u; + Aj) = 
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£r=o"-e"(w+Ai)-Then 
2 r „ ч 2 
= a-+6 *{£(f-W)} =^{DKI2-KI2)} =-• 
where 
a = £ (^j|4 + ^|4-2F;K^|2) 
j = - + i 
r 
6 = 2 £ 2 3 (^lnyiijbl2 — ^Iti^vjbl3 — JSTltijbV,-!3 + E\V^Vk\
2). 
j=i+ik>j 
Since for any zero mean random variables u, u, iv, z, 
E(uvwz) = ^(lif) E(wz) + E(uw) E(vz) + E(uz) E(vw) + cum(u, v, w, z) 
where cum(u, v, w, z) is the joint cumulant of ix, v, w and z\ we can decompose a and 
6 into ai + a2 and &i + 62 where 
ax = J2{2(E\uj\y + \E(u))ť-2\E(ujVj)ť 
/+i 
- 2\E(uJvi)\* - 2E\ui\
iE\vi|
2 + 2 ( i % | 2 ) 2 + |£(„?)|2} 
r 













2 + | £ ( t ^ ) | 2 } 
r 
62 = 2 2 ] y^{
cum(uJ >uk> ňj^úk) - cum(uj,vk,új,vk) 
j = / + l * > ; 
- cum(uk, Vj, uk, vj) + cum(vj, v*, v,-, vk)}. 
Now because -É7|fj|2 = 1 and Lemma 1, 
a i = X^{2(í;K|
2-i)2 + 2(í;|U i |
2-i) + |í;(u?)|2-2|£;(1ii,i)|2 
í+i 
- 2 | £ ( V i ) - 1|
2 - 2(E(ujVj - 1) - 2(E(ujVj) - 1) + \E(V])\
2} 
/ . A n2^-d^ log A „ /„-( - - - ' ' i ) , \ 
= °(E ^+^-4 j = °(p(^o- logrj 








( r n 4 ( ^ ^ l ) ( l o g j k ) 2 \ /^(d.-dQ \ 
~~ U I 2-/ 2-J J(.l + 2(da-di)7-l + 2(d2-d1) I *
 U I /4(da-d_) l
l o g r ,> J 
\ i = I+l *>J J / 
and under A.4' or A.6, a\ is 0(1) and bi is 0 ( / 2 ) . Now applying formula (2.6.3) in 
Brillinger [3], 
cum^jjVkjUjjVk)^ / / / /ti i,^,ti i,ij fc(A,/i,C)dAd/idC 
where fUjlVk}Ujlvk is the fourth order cumulant spectrum, and by formula (2.10.3) in 
Brillinger [3], we have t h a t 
cum(uj, vk, iij, vk) = / / / jJL--AUj (-X- fi- ()AVk (X)AUj (n)AVk (C) dAd/idC (2тr)з 
where K is the fourth cumulant of et) K = /i4 — 3, and _4Uj., AVk, ./!«,.., j4„fc are transfer 
functions of the filters implied in the definition of Uj and Vj, 
ì i " 
«І = A^E в " ( ù ' + A , ) __>«-* 
Vi = 1 y^e«(_+A,-)et 
so that if a(A) = £ ~ = 0 ake
ikX, 
A-w = ^E«" ("+ A , + i ) 
*»w = ^ E e " ( A - " - i , ) -
Since /_ = 0 under A.5, then 02 = 62 = 0, and (4.6) follows. In any other case 
cum(uj, vk, Uj jVk) is equal to 
K 1 [[[* a(\ + n+ ()<*(-fi) 
*JJJSxXr *'*•>•<>»*•« (47) (2тг)Зn-7/7_. | a ; | 
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where Ejk(\itiX) = D(u + \j-\-ii-()D(u + \k+\)D(fi-u-\j)D((-u-\k) 
and D(\) = J2t=i e%tX ls Dirichlet's kernel. Doing the same with the other cumulants 
in 62 we see that the summand of (27r)
3&2 is 
K / / F f ^ + l^ + CH-M) \{a(-X)a(-C) . ! „ , , , , . . , . , 
-iJJJ-A ~~~ 7 1 - ~ ~ ? l}^(W)dAd/.dC. 
(4.8) 
Since 
(Clc2 - l)(c3c4 - 1) = f[(Cj - 1) + £ l | > V - 1) + £ X > - !)(
ci+- - !) 
j = l i=lj& i=lj-l 
then (4.8) has components of three types. The first one is 
» / / / ; i M ^ . l } { ^ _ l } { ^ . l } ( ^ _ l } ^ , , , c ) ^ d C . 
Proceeding as in Robinson [18] we have that because of the Schwarz inequality and 
by periodicity, (4.8) is bounded in absolute value by K(2ir)3PjPk where 
o - f!____ K(X-ш-Шj)dX 
and K(\) = * 2 ^ is Fejer's kernel. The second component is 
(4.10) 
As before, (4.10) is bounded in absolute value by K(2n)3PjP£. An example of the 
third type component is 
xD(u + Xj - 6) D(u + Xk + X)D(9 -2u-X-Xj- Xk) dAd0 (4.11) 
because 
I D(u + X)D(v-X)dX = 2*D(u + v). 
J — IT 
Thus the absolute value of (4.11) is bounded by Siffipipi. 
Now since the summand of a2 is that of &2 with j = k, applying Lemma 5 we 
have when d\ < d2, 
'2 
/ ' í n 4 ^ - ^ ) n3(d2-d.) n ^ - ^ - j U 
~ 0 l --^ | j2+4(d2-d.) + jf+3(d2-d.)
 + jl+2(d2-d,) jj 
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/ „4(da-dx) n3(d a-d0 n - ( < . a - < . 0 _ i \ 
= ° I /l+4(da-dx) + /I+3(da-d1) + /2(da-d.) ) = ° 0 
/ ' -A f n4(----
62 _ ° I 2_/ 2_ i ,-i+2(da-d1)i.n 
\i=/+ijb=/+i w 
n4(da-d.) 
l + 2(da-d!) 
n3(da-d.) j n2(da-d.) ì \ 
+
 J-l+-(áa-tłi)jtè+(t.a-«.1)
 + ^Д jҺHdз-dг^kiHd^-dг) }) 
/ n 4(d a -d t ) n
3 ( á 2 - d l ) l o g r n^-d,) 
~ ° ^/4(d a-d0 + / 2 (d a -d 1 ) r -±+(<
ł .~ d i ) + /-ł+3(d a -d,) 
^ n2(d a-d x) 2 n2(d a-d x) 
+ ~ - = 7 - - T ^ ł — Г T + ^/n-/-i+2(d a-d1) .N/nr--+-(*»--'i)Iogr 
under A.4' which completes the proof of the lemma. 
)-o(/M) 
(Received November 25, 1998.) 
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